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The post-COVID world
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Fintech: what to expect post the COVID-19
crisis
Foreword
2019 marked another stellar year for fintechs. The level of deal activity
reached another record high of 439 reported M&A transactions and disclosed
deal value of over $130 billion according to Hampleton Partners, almost
double of that of 2018 on a like-for-like comparison. Despite some signs of
slowdown at the very beginning of 2020, the general expectation was that
the fintech market would remain strong throughout 2020. Indications were
positive until market growth stalled after the first quarter of 2020 by the
COVID-19 pandemic, which has since plunged the world into a global
economic recession.
In the first part of 2020, the impact of COVID-19 has been felt globally both
in the number of deals and the amounts of funding raised by fintechs.
According to CB Insights, “every region except Africa saw a dip in fintech
deals quarter-over-quarter”.
However, it is not all doom and gloom and there are reasons to be optimistic
for the sector, especially for those fintechs which will manage to weather the
lack of revenue and ready access to funding caused by the COVID-19 crisis.
Given the unique market conditions created by the crisis in terms of large
scale and almost overnight shift to tech-based solutions to financial services,
some fintechs will benefit by creating new opportunities for development,
increased visibility, funding and long-term profitability. Key drivers for this
shift include decline of physical banking, cashless transactions, increased
mainstream acceptance of crypto and block-chain solutions, big data
analytics and robo-advice solutions.

This briefing does not constitute nor provide investment advice and nothing contained therein shall be construed as investment advice.
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What comparison can we make with the 2007-08 financial crisis?
The financial crisis of 2007-08 has been credited as the catalyst for the
expansion of fintechs as we know them today. Despite the general financial
turmoil and uncertainty that followed the 2007-08 crisis, broadly speaking,
fintech businesses created or developed post such crisis have shown
extraordinary resilience and adaptability to offer innovative and disruptive
solutions to the financial services industry and its consumers. Against this
backdrop, fintechs have also been major beneficiaries of investor/M&A
interest given their reach and their relatively strong potential for growth and
disruption.

As was seen in the immediate aftermath of the 2007-08 crisis, a lack of
investor activity and opportunity arising due to the current crisis is a risk that
early stage and cash crunched fintechs are experiencing. However, unlike the
2007-08 crisis, the halt in investment activity is expected to be temporary as
investor fundamentals remain strong with dry capital powder reportedly
available to be deployed. Further, and arguably in contrast to the 2007-08
crisis, the COVID-19 crisis has not resulted in major revenue/operational setbacks to some parts of the financial services sector and governments around
the world have reacted quickly by implementing largely similar stimulus
packages and have maintained existing initiatives to help support innovative
companies. This to an extent reinforces our positive sentiment for the sector.

The 2007-08 crisis was at its core essentially a financial crisis originating from
financial activities which led to increased regulatory scrutiny, fragmentation
of the market and a recalibration of the traditional banking system which
opened the door for new entrants. Accordingly while the triggers for the
potential growth and resilience of fintechs following the 2007-08 crisis are
inherently different from those generated by COVID-19, similar to the
aftermath of the 2007-08 crisis, fintechs are predicted to be one of the
winners of the COVID-19 crisis. The COVID-19 crisis has accelerated the
digitisation of the world economy and, according to UBS, post-COVID-19
consumers and businesses may not fully revert to past habits and practices.
In particular, businesses and consumers are more likely to use products and
services with a minimal bricks-and-mortar or face-to-face element, a
fundamental shift in behaviour which the fintech sector is well positioned to
benefit from.
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What could come out of the COVID-19 crisis for the fintech space
Geographies
The US, and the North-American region generally, are likely to remain the
dominant market for fintechs with traditional fintech ecosystems like San
Francisco/LA and New York (and rising Toronto) thriving and the market
reaching maturity.
−

−

−

Whilst investors started to shift their focus on to later stage companies in
2019, we expect this trend to continue through into 2020 due to the
maturity of the market and the diversity of fintech companies in the
region. With the priority currently given to fortifying cash positions and a
lower risk appetite in the post-COVID-19 world, investors may favour
safer options and markets.

As has been reported on the EC website, “this is the first time the
European Commission will make such direct equity investments in
companies, with ownership stakes expected to be in general from 10% to
25% in start-up companies”. This EU initiative aims at bridging the
funding gap at the start-up stage in so-called deep tech (e.g. AI) where
the EU venture capital market is viewed as “underperforming compared
to the global venture capital market”.
−

The downside is that this will inevitably adversely affect the earlier stage
fintechs which in most cases have not yet reached operational profitability
and are facing reduced external funding options and poor market
conditions.
However, the outcome of the next US federal elections and the effect of
the protectionist policies of the current US government (for example to
put hold on work visas and restrictive control over certain foreign
investments) need to be closely watched to assess any long term impact
on fintechs and investment into them.

As for Europe, it is expected to continue to close the gap with the US and we
are seeing a number of interesting government-led initiatives across the
region, whether domestic or at EU level, to support or drive the development
of the sector or keep it afloat. To name a select few:
−

UK government’s £500 million Future Fund - Opened for applications
on 20 May 2020, the UK government’s fund aims to support high-growth
British businesses in “technology, life sciences and creative industries”
including fintechs through convertible loans of between £125,000 and £5
million.

−

EIC Fund - Long awaited, the European Innovation Council Equity Fund,
which is set to provide equity and grant funding ranging from €0.5 million
to €15 million to “breakthrough innovation companies selected for EIC
Accelerator blended finance support”, has become a reality since 23 June
2020.

−

Investment in digital infrastructure - On 27 May 2020, the European
Commission released its “Next Generation EU” proposal in which
“strengthening the Single Market and adapting it to the digital age” was
cited as one of the fundamental pillars of its economic recovery plan. The
EC also listed the 4 key areas where the Next Generation EU budget could
be channelled into:
−

“investment in more and better connectivity, especially in the rapid
deployment of 5G networks;

−

a stronger industrial and technological presence in strategic sectors,
including artificial intelligence, cybersecurity, supercomputing and
cloud;

−

building a real data economy as a motor for innovation and job
creation; and

−

increased cyber resilience”.

Despite Brexit, the UK remained, pre-pandemic, an attractive hub for
financial services firms, as it was reported mid-January 2020 by FS
consultancy, Bovill, that “more than 1,400 EU-based firms have applied
for permission to operate in the UK after Brexit, with over 1,000 of these
planning to establish their first UK office”. Although an agreement setting
out the rules governing the future relationships between the EU and the
UK is yet to be reached and as pointed out by J.P.Morgan Private Bank
“the second half of the year looks likely to bring more Brexit drama and
volatility”, this “vote of confidence” highlighted by Bovill should give
comfort to fintechs already based in the UK that the sector will continue
to thrive post-Brexit.
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In the Asia Pacific region, there was significant growth in the digital banking
space in 2019 as Hong Kong, Australia and Singapore all announced the
issuance of digital banking licences. Although other Asian jurisdictions (e.g.
South Korea and Taiwan) have also unveiled open banking initiatives, beyond
the COVID-19 crisis, it is expected that the development of digital banking in
the region will continue but at a moderate pace as regulators’ concern
increases not to create systemic risks in an unstable economic environment.

As for Latin America and Africa, the outlook for fintechs in these regions
was positive before COVID-19.
−

In the LatAm region, in the short term there will likely be increasing
demand from struggling SMEs to gain access to loans. Fintech companies
with innovating, algorithm-based, credit rating systems and credit
solutions may emerge to help support these businesses. We expect that
the interest for the sector should gain new momentum in the region,
following the lead of Greensill Capital, a firm backed by SoftBank Group
which has announced mid-June 2020 its acquisition of Colombia-based
fintech Omni Latam, which provides digital working capital products to
small and medium size businesses in Colombia and Chile, in a bid to grow
in the region. In addition, the increase in the digitisation of the economies
in this region, like other emerging markets, should also contribute to
opportunities for fintechs operating in this space.

−

Home to one of the world’s largest unbanked population, the fintech
market in Africa is expected to continue to grow in the second half of
2020 as internet and mobile penetration is improving. It is worth noting
that in April 2020, Vodacom and Safaricom announced that they have
completed the acquisition of Kenya-based mobile app M-Pesa, which
allows users to pay bills and each other through mobile phones even if
they do not have bank accounts. The companies are hoping that the joint
venture will allow them to “promote greater financial inclusion and help
bridge the digital divide within the communities in which [they] operate.”
Even though this transaction was originally announced in 2019, it is
reflective of the positive trends underway in Africa towards increased
digital adoption and use of new technologies to promote financial
inclusion.

After extraordinary levels of activity in 2018 (inflated by Ant Financial mega
funding round), investment activity in fintechs in China remained robust in
2019, and in Q3 2019, the People’s Bank of China disclosed a 3-year plan
designed to boost the growth of the fintech sector in China which is expected
to propel investment in the country.
However, as China has been hit particularly hard as the economy practically
shut down in Q1 2020, GlobalData now suggests that India has overtaken
China as the “breeding ground for VC investments in fintech” (however, the
COVID-19 crisis is also hitting India badly and its economy is also feeling
similar pressure which may affect investment activity).
The People’s Bank of China announced on 27 April 2020 that it will expand its
pilot program of regulations on fintech innovation to six more localities, as
the country looks to further explore “an inclusive, prudent and flexible trialand-error mechanism for such innovation.” Trial programmes for the muchanticipated Chinese sovereign digital currency have also begun in four cities,
though no official timetable has been announced.
Before the COVID-19 pandemic the fintech market in the Middle East was
gaining momentum with a noticeable trend towards the adoption of real-time
payments (RTP) infrastructure, according to Finastra. Leading the way,
Bahrain has now implemented open banking and immediate payments
solutions. It is followed closely by local giants, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
and the UAE, which have both started the shift from “legacy infrastructures
rails” to the latest payment technologies. Driven by a strong appetite for
digital innovation in the region and with the support of the domestic central
banks, we expect this trend to continue in the second half of 2020 and into
H1 2021 and extend to the rest of the region. It is worth noting that ADGM
(in Abu Dhabi) is now reportedly the second most active regulatory sandbox
in the world.
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Highlight on a few key sub-sectors
−

Payments - The payments subsector continued to drive and dominate
the fintech M&A market in 2019 and in the first quarter of 2020. In 2019,
three mega-deals contributed to the lion share of the aggregate deal
value in this space: Fidelity’s acquisition of Worldpay ($44 billion);
Fiserv’s acquisition of First Data ($22 billion); the merger of Global
Payments with Total System Services ($21 billion). In early 2020
noticeable deals included:
−

the acquisition by VISA of Plaid, a fintech network which allows users
“to securely connect their financial accounts to the apps they use to
manage their financial lives” for $5.3 billion;

−

the acquisition by French payments company Worldline SA of its peer
Ingenico Group SA for $8.6 billion, creating the fourth largest
payment services provider globally; and

−

similar to the acquisition of Plaid by VISA, on 23 June 2020,
Mastercard also announced the acquisition of Finicity for $825m
showing a trend that traditional payment players are acquiring
growing fintechs in complimentary areas (in this case open-banking
and credit checks) to improve their strategic offering and leverage
their customer network more broadly.

The Financial Brand noted that “in contrast, P2P digital payments will
continue to be strong as consumers opt for digital alternatives as opposed
to traditional cash or card payments”.
−

Online banking/Lending Tech
−

The COVID-19 pandemic may bring opportunities in this subsector, as
lenders look to improve their digital capabilities to keep servicing
customers and streamline their processes while physical branches and
offices remain closed or less frequented.

−

The pandemic is likely to be a catalyst for deals involving banks or
other lenders buying “enablers” for areas such as customer service,
customer onboarding, AML/KYC/Fraud detection, and productivity.
This was also one of the reasons for acquisition by Mastercard of
Finicity (Finicity lets companies share consumers’ financial data in
order to help speed up credit decisions and account onboarding).

−

While existing challenger banking/lending players continue to gain
strength, the market seems to be still open to newer players even in
mature jurisdictions such as the UK, where for example recently, Zopa
raised £140 million, its largest funding round to date, enabling its
banking entity to fulfil its regulatory capital requirement and be
granted a banking licence.

Beyond COVID-19, the payment subsector is the most likely to bounce
back due to consumers now opting more systematically for e-commerce
options (already a “fast-growing part of the retail sector”, which in turn
will boost the payments subsector, according to UBS) and many
governments’ policy and public health and AML goals of creating a more
cashless society.
However, we should not “spell doom” for cash in a haste and it is worth
noting that the Bank of England has declared its commitment to
supporting cash as a viable means of payment. Against this backdrop, the
Bank of England has launched a consultation on wholesale cash
distribution in the future which is aimed at canvassing opinion to help
define an “effective, resilient and sustainable model to support continued
access to cash for those who want to continue to use cash”.
According to the Financial Brand, the COVID-19 crisis has, however,
severely impacted retail POS payment systems as consumer spending
levels remain low globally.
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−

Wealth Management/Big data - is also another sub-sector to watch
for in 2020 and early 2021. Reasons for this include:
−

In 2019, “wealthtech” investors focused on fintechs specialising in
data management, with companies looking for more effective ways to
assess and report on real-time data. According to CB Insights, despite
a decline in deal value in Q1, Q2 and Q4 2019 and in Q1 2020,
wealthtech funding grew 57% quarter on quarter with consolidation
in the subsector continuing.

−

In February 2020, Morgan Stanley announced that it was acquiring
the electronic trading platform E-TRADE for $13 billion to “take a leap
forward in [its] wealth management strategy”.

−

In April 2020, Trovata.io, a big data driven platform automating cash
reporting and forecasting, completed another $4.3 million seed
funding round led by JP Morgan.

According to Financial Brand quoting BCG, “retail brokerage fintechs
recorded some of the highest usage numbers early in the COVID-19 cycle
as market volatility was at an all-time high”. In the same vein, the COVID19 pandemic highlights the benefits of alternative data during major
crises as real time information can help businesses or governments make
better informed decisions. We therefore expect “wealthtech” to remain
strong in the second half of 2020 and into H1 2021.
−

ICO/Cryptocurrencies - After a rather subdued year in 2018 when the
hype for cryptocurrencies tended to die down, the market picked back up
in 2019 and institutional interest and investment has since been on the
rise. Grayscale Investments, which offers investors access to Bitcoin and
other cryptocurrencies in the form of shares, reported a “record $607.7
million investment in 2019 which surpassed cumulative investment from
2013 through 2018 combined”.
The current COVID-19 pandemic has presented itself as an opportunity
for cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin. It is predicted that the volatile
market conditions caused by the pandemic are likely to fuel confidence
and adoption in Bitcoin. In a recent survey called “Comparing Public
Bitcoin Adoption Rates in 2020 vs 2017” released in June 2020, the
Tokenist found that over 45% of respondents preferred Bitcoin over
traditional safe havens such stocks, real estate, and gold.

This trend has not gone unnoticed by the investors who are looking to
invest in upcoming and established platforms operating in this market.
For example, Ziglu, a cryptocurrency challenger based in UK has
completed its recent seed funding round during the pandemic securing
£5.25 million from a number of specialist UK fintech investors and
entrepreneurs.
−

RegTech - There was increasing interest in RegTech in 2019 with the
number of deals reaching a new high in 2019. The implementation of
GDPR and PSD2 in Europe and the California Consumer Privacy Act
(CCPA) can all be credited to the increased focus on RegTech in 2019 as
financial institutions looked to streamline their compliance with an
increased regulatory burden and increased regulatory scrutiny. At the end
of 2019, KPMG predicted that in 2020 increased focus on consumer
protection and data security as well as digital transformation projects
within financial institutions would continue to drive interest and
investment in RegTech. However, according to CB Insights, investment in
RegTech dropped in Q1 2020 despite an increasing concern over
government use of personal data amidst the COVID-19 crisis. For this
latter reason, we expect this subsector to gain traction again in the second
half of 2020 and into H1 2021.

−

InsurTech - CB Insights noted that “Insurtech funding hit an 8-quarter
peak at the end of 2019” when it was predicted that in 2020, traditional
insurers would look to modernise their technology and focus on how to
work best with fintechs in order to generate value. Since the COVID-19
pandemic, “funding for Insurtech hit a 5-quarter low in Q1 2020”
according to CB Insights. However, with many organisations’ dependence
on remote working increasing suddenly, there has been an increase in the
cases of data breaches and cyber-attacks. For example, in April 2020, the
WHO reported a fivefold increase in cyber-attacks, and in May 2020,
EasyJet faced a cyber-attack which saw personal data of 9 million
customers exposed. This is leading the cyber insurance market in gaining
traction again as companies look to protect themselves from the such
threats.
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M&A expected market trends
−

Fundraising rounds - Global fintech funding declined sharply in Q1 2020, with the “number of VC
fundraising rounds down 5% from the last quarter and down 4% year over year” according to Crunchbase
News. The majority of the pull back from investors was on early-stage deals as many adopted “a waitand-see” approach. These figures reflect the immediate panic at the time when lockdown measures were
initiated in most countries. But the market has not completely dried up and there have been some
successful fundraising rounds despite the overall fall in investment since the lockdown showing continued
investment interest towards strategic and resilient assets:
−

Stash, a US-based investing and savings platform, raised $112 million in April 2020 through a Series
F funding round led by the publicly listed online lending platform LendingTree.

−

Varo Money, a challenger bank, closed a $241 million Series D round in June 2020 in anticipation of
it being the first fintech to receive a national bank charter in the US. Varo responded to the COVID19 crisis by providing “early access to stimulus and unemployment relief funds” to its customers,
“increasing its deposit and ATM limits”, and partnering with job platforms Steady and Wonolo to help
connect its customers to new work opportunities.

We expect that investment activity may see a further slowdown as the investors and management adopt
a “must need” investment approach towards existing portfolio and then picking up once valuation
strategies mature and investors’ confidence begins to rise. We also expect that with availability of
significant dry powder to invest, increasing number of fintech unicorns and lack of high growth and
resilient investment targets in other sectors, the trend of private equity investing in fintechs will continue
at an even higher pace than years before the COVID-19 crisis.
−

Consolidation - We also expect to see a trend towards consolidation with smaller fintechs being acquired
by larger competitors for quick growth and bargain deals. We also expect legacy financial services players
making strategic acquisitions of established or complimentary fintech offerings. In some sub-sectors
where the COVID-19 crisis gives rise to fraught competition and the multiplication of the number of players
emerging to seize opportunities created by the pandemic or some sub-segment reaching maturity (e.g.
payments or online banking) there may be a natural trend towards consolidation in due course.

−

IPO/Equity capital raises - Although we have observed a significant downturn of the IPO market, we
are still seeing a reasonable amount of secondary fund-raising activity despite the COVID-19 crisis. We
expect the IPO market to gain full traction again in Q4 2020 and into H1 2021 depending on the wider
economy and provided that the “tail-risk of a second wave [of COVID-19] in the fall” described by
J.P.Morgan Private Bank does not materialise. Examples of recent noticeable IPOs in the fintech space
include:
−

Shift4 Payments, which processes payments for hotels, resorts, restaurants and other hospitalityrelated businesses, raised $345 million through its IPO in early June 2020.

−

Lemonade, the InsurTech start-up which sells insurance to renters and homeowners, announced in
June 2020 that it was preparing to launch an IPO to raise up to $286 million and list on the New York
Stock Exchange. On IPO day on 2 July 2020, the Lemonade shares doubled valuing the company at
$3bn.
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Final remarks
We have no doubt entered into an unprecedented time where any predictions as to future market conditions may be contradicted in a blink of an eye, not only
by a volatile and evolving public health situation but also by the severity of the economic crisis in the wider economy caused as a result. However, as
demonstrated above, activity in the fintech space has continued reasonably throughout this period of crisis. The positive growth of the sector which was well
underway before the pandemic coupled with Government-led initiatives and support and opportunity for certain fintechs to actually benefit from the crisis by
virtue of their unique offerings, do give us reasons to be optimistic for the sector as the global economy begins to recover.

Date: 14 July 2020
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